
Why should gun owners know how gunpowder and primers are made?
First of all, the title of this essay is not “How To make Gunpowder And Primers”.

 
I have studied the art of reloading ammunition for somewhere around 45 years and nowhere in the dozens of books
and hundreds of articles that I have read is the subject brought up about why reloaders should know how simple
primers and propellants are made. I have read quite a few well-written articles about how cartridges are drawn,
projectiles made, the commercial processes involved for making both black and smokeless powders on an industrial
scale, and the development of various priming compositions; but beyond that I haven't seen much about why gun
owners should have knowledge of making powder and primers and what an individual can do on his own that I would
consider legitimate as far as being reasonably safe and effective. There is a lot of “gray market” literature about
powders and primers out on the Internet, but most of what I have seen is worthless or way too dangerous to be of any
value, plus the feeling I get from reading that stuff is that it was written for making a quick buck or meant to appeal to
people whose agenda is to create havoc and cause harm. The interests of mainstream United States gun owners have
nothing to do with those.
There are two reasons why the subject of gun owners knowing how powder and primers are made is not a popular
topic. First is that needing to supply one's own powder and primers has not been often necessary in the United States.
After the Civil War it took the military until 1890 to sell off its stockpile of left-over black gunpowder to the public,
and after World War Two, Korea, and the Vietnam Conflict there was plenty of high quality powder left over that was
sold off at very low cost to the public. Within recent memory, only during the early part of The Great Depression and
then a decade later during World War Two was it ever necessary to supply one's own powder and primers. Second,
there is the popular idea that making one's own powder and primers is far too dangerous to contemplate and the notion
that those who would want to make their own propellants and primers would only do it because they want to cause
harm. Those two reasons, although quite popular and common, are not correct. There have been plenty of cases of
children getting hurt when attempting to make their own gunpowder and fireworks, usually black gunpowder. Children
most certainly don't have the knowledge and equipment to do anything like that, but because children got hurt that way
is no reason for knowledgeable qualified individuals not to have the knowledge of how to make propellants and
priming compounds. Even more children get hurt attempting to drive cars, but that is not a reason to condemn car
driving as unsafe for everyone. The very few times when criminals have made improvised explosives and caused
unforgivable harm has always gotten a lot of publicity, which reinforces the general attitude that it is totally
unacceptable to have any kind of knowledge about how propellants and primers are made. Firearms owners having
that knowledge does not cause harm or suddenly make them have the urge to become anarchists and murderers.
Having the knowledge of how powder and primers are made does serve a very useful purpose and gun owners should
have that knowledge.
The easiest way for enemies of The Right to Keep and Bear Arms to attack it is by passing legislation limiting access
to the individual components necessary for shooting a gun. Things like ammunition and ammunition reloading
components are already up for consideration, with lead projectiles for hunting and so-called high capacity magazines
already being outlawed in many places. Copper hunting bullets and steel or bismuth shot have replaced lead, but
copper and steel lack down-range energy and bismuth is expensive. Most guns can still function as a single-shot
without a magazine, but guns are of course totally useless without loaded cartridges. Passing laws that require primers
to become inert after a year or two is another current proposal. Limitations on buying bulk powder and a total shut-off
of lead metal are also looming, out-of-date and surplus military powders have already become a thing of the past.
Passing laws against ownership of powder, primers, projectiles, and reloadable empty cartridges is a direct
infringement of The Right to Keep and Bear Arms. Being able to exercise one's Constitutional Right guaranteed by
The Second Amendment to have a totally functional gun and use it may eventually come down to knowing how to
make your own powder and primers.
Using gunpowder and primers to assemble cartridges has the potential to be quite dangerous. Even though it is
potentially dangerous, very few people ever get injured reloading their own ammunition because they follow a few
basic safety rules that are extremely effective in preventing harm. More people are hurt playing softball or flag football,
and even more are injured in automobile accidents. I have been reloading cartridges since 1964 and I have never had
anything happen beyond simply having a good time. Just like assembling one's own ammunition, making powder and
primers also has the potential to be dangerous, especially primers since priming compounds are very easily ignited and



consequently sensitive to mis-handling. However, millions of primers and tons of powder are commercially
manufactured every day and unwanted ignition incidents are quite rare because procedures are followed that keep
accidental ignition from happening, and on those rare occasions when accidental ignition does happen no one is injured
because all personnel are kept out of harm's way. If those who want to make their own powder and primers follow
certain safety rules and use common sense so that unsafe conditions do not exist, they can do it with comparative
safety. Also, some kinds of powders and primers are much safer to make than others; for example, black gunpowder is
more prone toward accidental ignition than ammonpulver. So the choice of what is made is also a safety factor.
Today is September 11, 2009, and I am reminded by it just how tenuous our freedoms are in the United States since
our freedoms are constantly under attack from without as well as within the country. One of those freedoms that is
constantly threatened from within as well as without the country is The Right to Keep and Bear Arms. The Right to
Keep and Bear Arms is the right of the individual to personally own, keep, and use effective arms for defending all of
one's God-given Rights. The Right to Keep and Bear Arms also includes unfettered access to effective arms for self-
defense since people must be able to defend themselves when attacked for exercising their Rights. Rights are totally
meaningless when we are prevented from exercising them.
The Right to Keep and Bear Arms is guaranteed by the Second Amendment to the Constitution. Our Constitutional
Rights are not doled out or otherwise controlled by  government; controlling or taking them away is prohibited by the
Constitution. Our Rights are sacred and God-given and it is through them that we have government, not the other way
around as some arrogant members of our government believe. Those members erroneously believe that government is
in charge of administering our Rights to us, deciding who gets them and how we are allowed to use them. Under our
Constitution we have ten Rights that are basic to maintaining personal freedom. Collectively, those ten Rights are
called The Bill of Rights. The Bill of Rights was very carefully thought out and as such they are totally interwoven so
that they all support each other. The purpose of The Bill Of Rights only functions as a whole, if any part of it is
ignored or removed it becomes meaningless. Because of that, picking and choosing what Rights we like and throwing
out the ones we don't like doesn't work. Changing The Bill Of Rights has been continuously proposed ever since it was
ratified on December 15, 1791, but doing that will only open the door to losing all our Rights, and our Rights are all
that we have to enforce our freedom. If part of The Bill Of Rights causes inconvenience, tough, that inconvenience is
part of the price we must pay for keeping our freedom. It seems that government is the biggest source of complaints
about The Bill of Rights, and of those Rights it is The Right to Keep and Bear Arms that gets the most attention for
removal. That should be a big warning since our Bill Of Rights are above administration to us by anyone, government
included, just as our breathing and eating are above administration to us by government or anyone else. I just cringe
when I hear about some Congressman's latest bill that makes it a function of government to limit what or how much
we can have, since it is that very kind of thinking that is the most dangerous to our freedoms. Voting citizens are not
children and we can't function as a free people with any kind of “parental apron strings” binding us to government as
though we are nothing more than a bunch of immature misbehaving children. Freedom is not free and another part of
the price we have to pay for our freedom is being ever-watchful for abusive government and then taking the necessary
action to forever halt the abuse and then repair the damage that was done. One of the many purposes of The Right to
Keep and Bear Arms is as the means of last resort for halting government abuse, that is why it is in The Bill of Rights.
Our ten Rights are listed in their order of importance and The Right to Keep and Bear Arms is second in order of
importance because the means of first resort for solving a problem are the Rights of Free Speech and Peaceful
Assembly. The Right to Keep and Bear Arms is the “big stick” we have for enforcing the Rights of Free Speech and
Peaceful Assembly when they get ignored. Even though Teddy Roosevelt's famous saying “speak softly and carry a
big stick” was not about The Bill Of Rights, it does express the essence of our first two Rights quite well.
If it ever comes down to needing to use The Right to Keep and Bear Arms to halt government abuse, don't think for a
second that those who use their Right to Keep and Bear Arms won't be hunted down by the government in the same
way as Randy Weaver and the Branch Davidians were, and in the case of the Branch Davidians, murdered on the spot
(death toll was approximately 56 adults and 20 children). Gun owners could never successfully avoid a concerted
government effort to find, capture, and prosecute them. Government agencies have the equipment and resources to find
and go after anyone they want and they will win every time in that kind of scenario. At this time, what gun owners
have on their side are 1. The Right to Keep and Bear Arms, 2. there are a lot of gun owners (according to the last
figures I read, there are around 60 million gun owners in the United States), and 3. a great many of gun owners have
the potential to provide all of their own gunpowder, primers, and even firearms. Historically, the combination of those
three together were enough to make Tojo and Hitler think twice about a military invasion of The United States, and



because the people of Switzerland are similarly armed, it quite successfully prevented Hitler from invading Switzerland
in World War Two. Taking on United States gun owners in one big quick push to disarm them is every bit as
unpalatable to those who would perform that illegal task as it was for foreign dictators to think about invading The
United States seventy years ago. The enemies of The Right to Keep and Bear Arms don't work like that, though,
instead they work to convince the naïve, ignorant, undecided, and young children that The Right to Keep and Bear
Arms is a very bad idea or no longer necessary by telling lies like “there hasn't been any threat to our independence for
almost two hundred years”, ''The Right to Keep and Bear Arms was only for hunting and we don't need to feed
ourselves by hunting anymore”, “The Right to Keep and Bear Arms only applies to the police and the army”, “guns
create crime”, “owning guns isn't cool”, “owning guns is un-American”; and use tactics like “boiling the frog slowly”
and “divide and conquer” that very slowly, over many decades, insidiously chip away at gun ownership in the country.
Children are especially susceptible since they can become “programmed” for life very easily, that is why children must
be told the truth. For now, the enemies of The Second Amendment are working to disarm the population so slowly that
by the time there are only a few people left who have arms, there won't be enough owners left to effectively complain,
much less resist. The only way gun owners can thwart this attempt to deprive them of their God-given as well as
Constitutional Right and freedom is with information, knowledge, and making sure the next generation also knows
how to use guns and have the knowledge of how simple powders and primers are made.
As far as making sure that the next generation also knows how to use guns, so far there are no laws prohibiting having
knowledge and the passing-on of “conventional” family traditions, such as parents passing on to their children things
like their particular family's ethical/moral/religious values and cultural traditions, family history, homemaking skills,
work and trade skills, etc. This is how children become functional adults, not through education at government-
supported public schools. In The United States there are long and well-established family traditions involving shooting
and shooting-related activities, like recreational target shooting, hunting, and gunsmithing, that go all the way back to
the founding of the country and earlier. Creating laws against parents passing-on to their children well-established
family traditions that have been mainstream parts of United States culture for over two centuries show a profound flaw
in the thinking behind it, not that there is something wrong with family values and traditions regarding firearms
ownership and use. That kind of legislation steps hard on the toes of the sanctity of the American family and is also a
direct violation of The First Amendment's guarantee of The Right of Free Speech. There has quite unfortunately
already been legislation passed prohibiting the passing on of some kinds of knowledge regarding modifying guns. That
kind of legislation is very highly flawed, and besides violating the right to free speech, it is getting very close to
interfering with the right to pass on rather wide-spread mainstream family traditions from one generation to the next.
Besides that, from a common sense aspect it is just as asinine as making breathing and swallowing illegal in order to
prevent tobacco and alcohol use. About the impracticality of that kind of legislation, guns are designed by the human
mind and passing laws against understanding how to modify them is totally futile since by simply looking at how a
gun is constructed is enough for someone to figure out how to modify it, no one needs to be told how to do it, people
figure out things like that on their own. Passing laws against good old-fashioned human ingenuity is not a legitimate
governmental function.
As far as gun owners having the knowledge of how to make their own gunpowder, even a fairly sophisticated
smokeless powder, all they need are their own bodies and the quite simple knowledge of what to do. The human body
supplies the raw material that can be effectively used with the help of “Mother Nature” to make ammonia, and from
that, nitrate salts. This raw material is urea, which is made in the liver and is the main material excreted by the kidneys
in urine. Urea is one of the byproducts from the metabolism of proteins, and up to a certain point, the more protein in
one's diet, the more urea the body excretes. Depending on the size, age, diet, and activity of the individual, the human
body produces somewhere around one or two ounces (450 to 900 grains, more or less ) of pure urea per day. The
ultimate conversion of urea into some form of gunpowder is very complex with many steps, but quite fortunately
natural bacteria perform almost all of those steps so that the only human effort required is to simply leach out the
potassium nitrate formed when urine-soaked straw is kept in a compact pile and fermented (composted) for several
months in a location where rain won't wash away the materials formed in the damp straw pile (large damp straw piles
will spontaneously catch on fire, so their size must be kept small). From there, the potassium nitrate is compounded
with other natural ingredients and may be used to make several kinds of simple gunpowder. It is impossible to legislate
the biological functions of the liver and kidneys, although since past behavior is the best predictor of future behavior,
some day some member of Congress will probably create a bill making it illegal for the liver to make urea. Making
primers is also not that difficult, it basically involves using 6-volt direct current (DC) electricity to oxidize ordinary
table salt and water into sodium chlorate. If potassium chloride is used instead of table salt it greatly simplifies things



and potassium chloride is cheap as well as readily purchased in nearly any supermarket as dietary salt substitute and
sodium-free water softener salt, the water softener salt being the cheapest form. Potassium chlorate mixed with an
easily oxidized material makes very effective primers. The pistol and rifle priming compound used by the United
States military in both World Wars and Korea used potassium chlorate as its main ingredient. Another thing about
priming, do not forget about the flintlock, all that needs for a primer is a suitable “rock” and fine black powder.
Flintlocks are amazingly simple and adequately reliable.
If gun owners want to ensure the future of The Right to Keep and Bear Arms they need to take action to do so. The
enemies of The Right to Keep and Bear Arms know that very few gun owners have the knowledge or ability to supply
their own ammunition, so it isn't enough for some gun owners to know how to cast their own projectiles and stuff them
into cartridges charged with store-bought powder and primers. The supply of store-bought powder and primers are
highly unreliable and vulnerable sources, they can be shut-off with just one piece of legislation. Gun owners should
become as self-sufficient as possible in regard to knowing how to supply all of their own ammunition components, not
just the projectiles. Right now, gun owners in the United States don't need to make their own powder and primers, but
since knowledge is power and being prepared allows us to wield that power, gun owners should learn how simple
powder and primers are made, have that knowledge on hand, and pass it on to others. Things are not going to get better
the way they are now, so if you are not already knowledgeable, learn what you need and pass it on to your family and
trusted friends and acquaintances. A word of caution on learning how powder and primers are made, there is an awful
lot of really bad information floating around on the Internet that is either very dangerous or totally useless. Old books
from known authors, such as General Julian S. Hatcher and Tenney Davis,  old college general chemistry textbooks
published before about 1960, encyclopedias like Encyclopedia Americana and Encyclopedia Britannica published
before about 1964, are good sources of well-written articles and accurate information.
Like I mentioned above, the Bill of Rights only works with all ten parts intact as originally written when ratified on
December 15, 1791. The Bill of Rights is all that we have to guarantee our freedom and if any one part of it is
threatened then our freedom is also threatened. The Bill of Rights was constructed to be able to defend itself from
being attacked and dismantled against the wishes of the people that it protects, and its means of defense is contained
within itself. That means is mainly its first and second parts, The Rights of Free Speech and Peaceful Assembly, and
The Right to Keep and Bear Arms by the people that it protects. As being part of the people that it protects, we must
have the knowledge as well as the means necessary to defend it, and part of that knowledge is how to make all the
ammunition components needed to bear arms. It is comforting to know that the Bill of Rights contains within itself the
means needed to protect it. I find it rather interesting that the human body also contains within itself a means that could
be called upon to protect the Bill of Rights, that means being one good source of raw material for making gunpowder
that can be used for bearing arms, and that the particular means is totally immune to being legislated away or taken
away by anyone. Many fertilizers and industrial chemicals that could be useful for bearing arms have been suddenly
yanked off the market, but the one material central to several kinds of very good propellants is potassium nitrate, also
called saltpeter, but because our bodies produce everything required to make it, there is nothing that anyone can do to
take it away from us.
So this is why I talk to others about how various kinds of gunpowder and priming compounds are made and where
they can get that information even though actually making those materials has the potential to be quite dangerous. It
serves a highly legitimate purpose. Some final thoughts: Even though I recommend learning how powder and primers
are made right now, now is not the time to actually start making them since that will only serve to attract totally
unwanted attention from enemies of The Right to Keep and Bear Arms and push them to escalate their attacks on gun
owners as well as any of the few remaining sources of materials useful for reloading. This would be especially true if
any incidents occur that attract a lot of attention. I also don't give this information to children and I would no more
suggest that someone make gunpowder who is uncomfortable or incompetent doing that than I would suggest that a
blind person drive a car. It obviously isn't for everyone, but I will not suffer being told that this information should not
be given out to anyone at all because someone might get hurt. This is because, as Benjamin Franklin once wisely
stated: “Those who would give up essential liberty to purchase a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor
safety”.
This essay is in part how I view responsible gun ownership in The United States by United States citizens, but my
opinions are only offered as food for thought and nothing more.


